Guide for Abstract Submission

The abstract submission will be done through this webpage:

http://www.agroforestry.eu/conferences/IV_EURAFConference_SubmitAbstract

The submission webpage is designed to upload an extended abstract of about 4 pages.

- **Title:** Should be in UPPERCASE, Max 250 characters
- **Authors:** Max 250 Characters. If more than 10 authors, contacts us. The Affiliation numbers should match the “Affiliations” field. Example: Smith J (1), Doe A (2)
- **Author contact email:** The email of the author for correspondence, concerning the submission and future contact for readers
- **Affiliations:** (1) Department A, University B, Town C, Country D; (2) - Farm E, Town F, Country G
- **Theme:** Select the conference theme that best suits your abstract
- **Extended Abstract:** Here is the main content of your work. You should use your text processor and count the characters (including spaces). The extended abstract is limited to 13000 characters (approx four pages). If you have figures/tables, consider these as counting 800 characters each. So, for example if you are planning to add two figures, your text should not be more than 11400 characters.
- **Figures and Tables:** Upload them at the bottom of the form. Max size: 5MB
- **For referencing bibliography:** Please follow Agroforestry Journal style (http://link.springer.com/journal/10457 )

After submitting the abstract you should receive an email (to the email filled in the “Author contact email”) confirming we received your abstract. In this email you should also receive Figures and Tables you uploaded. Keep this email in case you need to contact us.